As If They Know
we argue over colours in windows
separated by dry stone walls
which might be grey, blue, or brown
depending on how the light refracts
through
our
language
we seek common ground
finding it in the heather and gorse
which might be red, blue, or gold
but grows the same on our tongues;
as
in
memories
I speak more words of home
than those who share a room do
and so smell the salt in our breath
laughing out a song to the sea
as
the
rains
come
we all say
this is how I will remember it;
the sky telling its story to a rusted red roof,
finger-painting poetry into puddles,
lapping at our homesick feet
as
we
leave
I wonder if the walk will remember me
but the cows in the fields don't
stand to say goodbye
warming their bellies on the earth instead
as
if
they
know

by Taran Spalding-Jenkin

We thought we’d kick off with a familiar face for the returning issue of Poems to Keep
You Company and what more familiar a face than the wonderful Taran! There he was
in his own words, but also here he is below in his own pictures and his own words!
In September 2020 I
was lucky enough to
travel to Ireland to
perform with a
multinational ensemble
of performers of all
types - dancers, artists,
musicians, singers,
lighting designers etc,
each representing a
different minority
language region of
Europe. I represented
Cornwall, but we also
had Scottish, Frisian (in
the Netherlands),
Basque, and Irish. We
lived in a closed bubble
for six weeks in
Connemara in Co.
Galway, and had the
chance to explore some
of the surrounding
landscape of heather
and dry stone walls,
even getting a chance
to go sea swimming at dawn. We found many links between us, more similarities than
differences, but in the end the time came to head home. We had enjoyed weeks of sun
(unusual!), but the day I left was grey and the cows were laying in the fields
anticipating rain, as I travelled towards the airport. I wrote “As If They Know” about my
experience in Ireland, and the bittersweet feeling of leaving.
- Taran Spalding-Jenkin

CIDER BREAD
Ingredients:

a recipe donated by Pascal Vine

Cider, 1 Bottle or 355ml.
Melted Butter, 40ml or ¼ cup.
Self Raising Flour, 360 grams or 3 cups.
Honey/Golden Syrup/Maple Syrup, 1-2 Tbsp.
Salt, 1 tsp.
Nutmeg & Cinnamon, 2tsps.
OR
Thyme, 1tsp.
A pinch of ground pepper.
Grated mature cheddar cheese, 90g or ¾ cup.
-----

A very easy introduction to making bread, and a good way to use up some
hearty cider.
I recommend serving this and finishing whilst still warm. You can eat it savoury,
and add grated cheddar to the mix with thyme and pepper, or spread it with
butter or jam to enjoy sweet with the cinnamon and nutmeg.
---Preheat the oven to 175c and grease a loaf pan with butter or cooking spray.
Mix sifted flour, salt, honey, spices and cider in large bowl until just combined.
Place mixture into prepared loaf pan and pour the melted butter over the
mixture, this will give it the golden crust.
Cook for 45-60 minutes, test if done with a clean butter knife or cocktail stick
that comes out dry when inserted.
Cool for 10 minutes.

Pascal Vine is a performance
poet from the west country who
enjoys describing things in the
touchy-feeliest ways possible. In
this instance they have donated
a tasty recipe to reflect their
increased baking capacity that
they have accumulated during
lockdown. It sounds delicious
and if we’re lucky future issues
will obtain their recipes for jam
tarts and Every Other Day
Banana Bread . They’ve been
writing brighter poetry more
recently, or at least finding
bright sides more easily. They
hope you are doing OK and
looking after yourself

Field Recordings
That shimmer
unless I’m very much mistaken
is the River Glas
where it sneaks around
the wolfshoe bend
between Llanbyth
and Pell-a-Hen
early morning
late summer
perhaps after the season’s
first camp
stretched out twice
three times
four times
and filtered through
the last wind
of a midwinter storm.
It makes a surprisingly solid foundation.
The harp, to my ear
combines
rain on the roofs
of Mr Gwyrdd’s greenhouses
the twang of the fence
around the sheep field
and the
slow
motion
shattering
of twelve glass bowls
on the day of your sister’s
ice cream party
marbled like paint
spread flat
and sprung
into four dimensions.
The melody makes me think
of people I no longer speak to.

By Stefan Mohammed

Kick drum sourced
from the only football game
you ever enjoyed
the triumphant thump
of your only
winning goal.
Snare drum snatched
from the snap
of that tree branch
behind Bad Apple Hill.
You broke
your arm that day.
Hi-hats crafted
from Zippo flicks;
the fifth time
you ever smoked, after
finally learning
to roll.
Cymbal crashes warped
from trapped thunder;
you kissed Bron
in that storm.
It was a mistake, in the end
but you weren’t
to know.
The rhythms are almost
too perfect
to dance to.
I know these voices.
I know every one.
Rhian singing solo
at your first
Midnight Mass
Dafydd’s cries of joy
on his last
birthday
sad-eyed shop girl
humming
addled preacher
shouting
Mrs Coch
mid-lesson
Mr Cysgu
dreaming.
All rough stitched

together
like a story
on a scarf
knitted
with loving haste.
They make
a surprisingly
solid
foundation.

Stef Mo, Stefan Mohamed,
STEFMOTUBE, Robbie
Strawberries, The Venga Bus
Conductor, Internet Laureate,
Proud Discoverer of the Far
Off Lands That He Doesn’t
Really Feel Like Talking About
Actually, and many other
alleged Aliases. But who is
the real Stef Mo? Scientists
are constantly arguing over
this very thing, mostly they
say “They’re cutting funding to
the sciences as it is! Can’t we
please just agree to focus on
re-convincing people the
Earth isn’t Flat instead of who
this poet chap may or may not
be” which is a very noble
sentiment I’m sure you can
agree.
Stef Mo has built a name for himself, previous names of his remain lost to the vagaries
of history and are only spoken of in hushed whispers. Some say they were made from
straw and wood and weren’t up to scratch in regards to current living standards and
were allegedly demolished in a shock move by B.B Wolfe Ltd. He is renowned in the
poetry world for endlessly inventive and hilarious studies on the study of poetry itself.
His sets are of the once seen never forgotten variety, hilarious, clever and constantly
pushing the edge of what is accepted as “poetry”
He is an incredibly accomplished author, with Bitter Sixteen (the first book in the Bitter
Sixteen Trilogy available at all good bookshops and some bad ones) winning the Dylan
Thomas Prize for new writers, he also wrote “Stuff” and “Falling Leaves” as well as
“Panic” a collection of his poetry out with Burning Eye Books. He has donated a
gentler, kinder poem today showing his skill in broaching all mediums and we are
incredibly grateful and glad to welcome him into to the Poems to Keep You Company
family. He currently spends his time in lockdown maintaining a weird and wonderful,
experimental, sketch comedy (?) proto subversive (!) meta poetry channel - “This is
Just to Say” on YouTube.
Stef Mo can be found, though for legal reasons and health and safety purposes we
advise against it.

Bath

by Myriam San Marco

I hate taking baths. What’s the point? People say it’s relaxing, they light candles,
have a glass of wine, read a book, think quiet thoughts or think nothing. It feels
like wasted time to me, soaking in dirty hot water until you’re clean. I run
through the motions in my head. Plug first. Turn the hot tap on, then the cold.
Wait. I sit on the edge, watch the water from the tap hit the water in the bath.
Bubbles. I could have bubbles. I root round and find an old bath bomb, no longer
quite round but still smells faintly of strawberry, which I drop in like earth on a
fresh grave. Steam rises from the surface and I wipe condensation from my face.
Probably time to take my clothes off. I put one foot like a crocodile is waiting
under the bubbles to bite it off. Take it out and it’s red. This tells me the water is
too hot. I don’t care, I want this over with. I dive in, put my head under, which
pushes my knees up. And relax.
The last 6 days we’d started the countdown. I’m not going to get into why. It was
the last 6 days, you know. The last time any of us would be able to come back
from the House. We left early, before dawn, but the birds had started to sing,
hundreds of them, like they knew. We thought we were prepared for anything.
Tom only had one job and it was to make the lists, he even had a list of lists, all
ticked and crossed off. I was smiling that morning, I thought I knew it all. I had
all my best gear on, the 3 swords, the hand axe, the knives in my boots and
sleeves, even a crossbow I had dug up from the attic. I looked at Tom checking
and rechecking his list. He gave a thumbs up. We went. I was alone on the way
back, had time and quiet to think about how it went wrong. I decided to take a
bath.

Myriam is a returning face
for us and as ever we are
delighted to host her work.
In case you dont know
Myriam is a poet originally
from Paris who made her
way to our shores
eventually and we’re very
glad she got here. She has
hosted The Platform Open
Mic and 'Spread the Verb'
bi-monthly night in Poole
Museum and currently runs
Word Makers and Silent
Shakers - I first met her
when we were competing
against one another in
Frome and she has put me
on at her nights in old
tumbling down theatres in Bournemouth.
She is a lady of many, many hats and talents and a really good friend of mine who
always offers salient advice and listens, which is a skill many don’t have. As well as
being a huge part of ensuring Bournemouth always has art and poetry, both in her
capacity as Poet Laureate and as a promoter, she also is a social worker who works
tirelessly for the people in her community. Myriam has two kids, her awesome non
binary child is a snake loving, artist and phenomenal poet who very nearly beat me in a
competition despite being nearly twenty years younger than me. Her son is a hero but
he doesn’t like to brag so mostly he plays video games and skates.
As you will know from previous issues Myriam's poetry will gently take you by the hand
while arresting you at the ears. Her words, enveloped with charm, both hurt and heal.
Her narratives unfold like citrus with honey, in boiling water. Skillfully careening a
serrated edge slalom of linguistic fireworks and in this case she has donated a story,
showing her skill in various mediums stay tuned for more of their work in future issues!

Mind Injury
Knowing arrives here a whale song born
from deep oceans
traversing salty caves
fear made past selves
too lazy to explore.
Space comes breathable
inside movement. This pen
scribbling across paper
lightens the sole torch
that burns water as fuel.
Every window holds a song
of everything. Outside pane
float notes and instruments inside pane, the same things.
Even with years of practise
the height of a stone pier
will likely remain the same.
Instead, waves wilt, murky
moves on, a current clears
weeds off the sea floor
where mental injury cut
deep leaving dentures
in sand and pebbles
while the ethereal surface
gives back no self or sky
in it’s clear symphony.

by Batt Breathnach

Batt Breathnach is as buried as turf in his homeland. Batt Breathnach is as burnt as
turf in his homeland. But is he like his homeland? He looks out the window in his roof.
Is the window in his roof a metaphor? Batt was born in Caherciveen, Co Kerry, and
grew up in a village near Bideford, Devon. He currently saunters the streets of Belfast.
He has a BA from Falmouth University and MA from Queens University. He is an
organiser of the StayatHome Fringe LitFest. He has recently had poems published in
The Open Ear and The Privilege of Distance: Poems of the Ulster Museum. He has
lots of experience performing poems and he has lots of poems buried like turf in his
homeland. He is currently working on a collection. He is currently working on collecting
the esse and extinction of turf (peat) in his homeland.

Six months from now

this winter will be a distant memory but the cold
will have set into our bones, the marrow deep in our
femurs will have wires of frost running through it.

We will lie on beaches, feeling each individual grain
of broken rock and crushed shells below our bodies,
feel the breeze rattle through our pores and sinews,
as we bask and attempt to inject starlight into our veins.

We will have started the process of relearning to speak.
The alphabet will not come naturally, we will start over
with simple sounds and build up to more complex phrases
but the meaning behind our grunts and incoherent noises
will always be clear: 'I can't believe we made it.
How lucky we are. I love you.' On the shore, the waves
will crash and fall and in the gaps we will hear ice cracking.

By David Ralph Lewis

I'm a poet from Bristol who usually writes about science and nature. I spent the first
lockdown writing and gardening, both of which were welcome escapes from the news.
Now it's winter I won't be tending to my allotment as much so maybe I'll try baking. I've
just moved house so it's the perfect time to put all the pictures up. Online poetry events
have really kept me going as well as making a pamphlet about swimming, called
Refraction. My website is www.davidralphlewis.co.uk. Stay safe and well everyone.

